First you will need a Flickr account if you do not have one already.

1. Creating a Flickr account is easy once you know how to do it. To begin navigate to the flickr website at www.flickr.com.
2. Once you arrive at their website look for the “Sign Up” button in the top left hand corner of their website.
3. 
4. Since Flickr is owned by Yahoo you will basically be creating a Yahoo account.
5. Once you have your Yahoo account created it will be automatically linked to Flickr and log you into your Flickr account.

7. From there simply click “You” from the Flickr navigation to access your account albums and other options.
Follow these steps to add the Flickr Image Selector gadget to your gadget toolbar.

1. While in the WYSIWYG editor locate the gadgets panel icon to the far right of the window. It's a button icon that looks like a power cord.
2. Clicking on this icon will open the Gadgets panel. Once the Gadgets panel is open locate the small gear icon next to the text, "Gadgets", at the top of the panel. Click on this gear icon to open up the list of available gadgets.
3. Once the list has opened, scroll down until you see the Flickr Image Selector gadget in the list. By default it's unchecked so check the check box to the left of it then click "Save" at the bottom of the window.
4. This will add the Flickr Image Selector gadget to your list of gadgets. By default it will be added at the bottom of the gadgets list and it will be closed by default as well. To open the gadget simply click on it to open it.
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5. Here’s what the gadget will look like once you have it opened.

---

URL Shortener

My Checked-Out Content

Dependency Tag Info

Page Info

Activity

Facebook Gadget

Page Analytics

Flickr Image Selector

Enter your Flickr set number into the box below then press "Get Images" to import your images. Double click on an image to insert it into your webpage...

Get Images

The images will load here.
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Here's how to use the Flickr Image Selector Gadget.

For now this gadget will only load individual photo albums (Flickr calls them sets), so go to your Flickr account and locate the set you wish to use.

On the Albums page select the album you wish to use. Once you've selected the actual album you wish to use the address will change to something similar to the image below. There will be a number after the word "sets" in your address. This is the set number for the album you want to use. I've circled my set number in red.
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Return to your Flickr Image Selector gadget and enter this set number into the text box. Once you’ve entered the set number click the “Get Images” button.
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The new set’s images should load below the “The images will load here” text.

To access the rest of the images in this new set simply use the scroll bar in the right to scroll thru all of the images.
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To add any of these images to your page simply place your cursor in the WYSIWYG editor window where you want the image to be placed and then left click on the image you wish to use.
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Place the cursor in the WYSIWYG window.
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Left-Click on the image you wish to use.
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Image appears in the WYSIWYG editing window.

This also works with our image snippets as well like the 40% right with caption snippet. Highlight the image in the snippet then click on the photo you wish to replace it with.
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Highlight the image to replace.
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Left click on the image to use.
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The image in the WYSIWYG editing window has been replaced with the new image.

That’s about it! One other thing to take note of is if the image you want to use has a description and title already set in Flickr these values will be carried over into the editor.
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If you don’t have these set in Flickr you will need to set these in the WYSIWYG editor so your webpage remains accessible.